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Any product supplied by Beagle Orthopaedic is intended 
for single patient use only. Re-use of any product wil l 
invalidate the CE mark and any warranty.

Product Codes

Sizing Information

Size Length Code

Short 15” BKB/120

Medium 18” BKB/100

Large 20” BKB/140



Place the aluminium stays on either side of 
the leg ensuring they are aligned correctly 
with the medial and lateral condyles, 
and secure on the brace using the hook 
fastening.

Contained in this pack:
 » Large piece of foam
 » Fixed panel of metal stays in the centre of 

the brace
 » 2 removable pockets with metal stays
 » 5 fixed elastic alternating straps
 » 2 small hook and loop holding strips

Remove aluminium stays from the brace. To 
improve fit and help prevent migration, offer 
up the stays to the side of leg so that they 
align with medial or lateral condyles and 
shape as needed to make sure they follow the 
contours of the patients leg (the stays can be 
bent over solid surface to provide a custom fit 
and prevent migration). Next, ensure that the 
curve of the fixed posterior stay follows the 
contours of the back of the knee.

Once the desired size has been achieved with 
the patient’s leg extended offer up the fixed 
posterior stay to the underside of the leg. 
Wrap the foam around the leg to give a firm fit 
and secure with the two holding strips. 
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5 Secure the elasticated strap to optimum 
tension and secure using the piece of 
double-sided hook fastening. Repeat the 
process with the other four straps securing 
to a snug fit.

The foam can be trimmed to fit the patient, 
allowing for at least 2” overlap.
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6 Finally with the patient in an upright position 
check the brace if fitting correctly and 
not migrating down the leg, readjust as 
necessary.


